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5.  Love Makes The World Go Somewhere 

(“Gabriel’s Letter/My First Woman”) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Overview 
 
Whether you agree with Richard Rodgers (“Love Makes The World Go Square” from No 
Strings) or Bob Merrill (“Love Makes the World Go Round” from Carnival) you will probably 
agree that love of one kind or another is present in large amounts in most musicals.   
 
Love comes in many guises, two of which are exhibited in the selection from The Kiss of the 
Spider Woman (book by Terrence McNally, music by John Kander, lyrics by Fred Ebb) with the 
double title “Gabriel’s Letter/My First Woman.  Gabriel sings about his friend, Molina, an 
incarcerated gay window-dresser.  Valentin, uncomfortable being Molina’s cellmate, sings about 
his first sexual experience with a woman.  Love and sex can be confusing; one without the other 
can be unsatisfying…or not, depending on the circumstances.   
 
Romance is a different word, however.  In the past, musical theatre romance almost always 
meant boy/girl love affairs, and the always ended happily.  In recent years this is not always 
true.  The lovers separate at the end of Once.  Alexander Hamilton marries a woman he doesn’t 
love because the woman he does love won’t marry him.  Fun Home features complications of 
gay relationships contrasted with a one-sided straight relationship.  Romance also can take a 
turn away from boy/girl stuff, like the Quest of Don Quixote in Man of La Mancha.  Whether  
person-to-person relationships or personal adventure, there will be an element of romance in 
any life worth singing about. 
 
Romance in the Book 
 
In two of the biggest hits of the last 20 years, Book of Mormon and The Producers, the word that 
comes to mind is the portmanteau bromance.  Both shows were about a pair of men, what they 
learned from each other and how they felt about each other.  Kinky Boots details a bromance 
between a cross-dressing gay man and a straight man who inherits a shoe factory.  And in the 
musical of the moment, Hamilton, the primary romance is the immigrant thirst for freedom and 
the opportunity to create a non-tyrannical government.  Indeed, there is a bromance of sorts  
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• How bookwriters address matters of love and 
sex for an increasingly skeptical audience 
and whether this is necessary or merely a 
reflection of the moment 
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romantic love, heroic adventure and 
woolgatherers’ dreams 
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sentimentality and honest sentiment in a 
changing world 
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John Kander and Fred Ebb 
 
3/28/27 -           4/8/28 9/11/2004 
 
Composer           Lyricist 

  

Kander and Ebb wrote 16 
musicals beginning with Flora 
The Red Menace and ending 
with Curtains.  Most notably 
along the way they produced 
scores for Cabaret and Chicago, 
both of which became 
blockbuster movies.   
 
They also wrote for film, 
including Scorsese’s New York, 
New York, for which they wrote 
the theme song. 
 
Quotes – Kander:  There is a 
kind of classlessness in the 
theater. The rehearsal pianist, 
the head carpenter, the stage 
manager, the star of the show - 
all are family. 
 
Quotes – Ebb:  I think the more 
you learn, the less you know. 
Celebrity, if you're lucky enough 
to get it, also creates a burden 
on your work. 

 

between Hamilton and Lafayette who share goals, and 
between Hamilton and Aaron Burr who turn to a bitter ending 
that comes from jealousy, not of a rival love but of a rival’s 
success.  There is also plenty of conventional romance in 
Hamilton, ordinary boy-girl stuff. 
 
Sometimes it is true love, sometimes it is sex pretending to be 
true love, and sometimes it is a higher standard of love, like 
the love of your fellow creatures in general, the desire to 
improve the commonweal.  Sometimes it is merely a dream: 
 

“I want to be a lady in a flower shop, ‘stead of selling 
flowers on the corner of Tottenham Court Road” – Eliza 
Doolittle in My Fair Lady 

 
“I want to learn how to read and write 
I want to see what there I to see..” – Molly Brown in The 
Unsinkable Molly Brown 

 
“and the world will be better for this 
That one man, scorned and covered with scars 
Still strove, with his last ounce of courage 
To reach the unreachable star!” – Miguel Cervantes in 
Man of La Mancha 

 
Whatever the romance that occupies center stage, there will 
likely be someone of the opposite sex nearby…or someone of 
the same sex, as Kander and Ebb dealt with in The Kiss Of 
The Spiderwoman.  Very often the measure of true love is the 
other person – and sometimes characters are asked to 
choose between the love of their life or the attainment of a 
life-long dream.  There’s no right or wrong choice – audiences 
can be moved either way.   

A very affecting romance occurs in the sort-of-musical, Once, 
between the songwriter and the young woman who comes to 
have her Hoover vacuum fixed in the first scene.  In the end, 

 

as intense as their relationship is, they go their separate ways, mostly at her insistence.  He 
leaves to find a prior love, but not before leaving behind the gift of a piano.  The appearance of 
the piano with a big red bow on it is what guarantees a lump in the throat of all but the hardest-
hearted Hannah in the audience. 
 
Clearly, in a post-9/11 world, the audience’s sense of what’s important is changing compared to 
post World War II America when a rosy future was expected by all (it wasn’t true then any more 
than it is today, but the times were definitely optimistic compared to today).  In the same way 
that it’s difficult to write a sex farce in a post-HIV world, it’s hard to write a sentimental romance 
in a post 9/11 world.  Note that the word is “hard” not “impossible.”  Oscar Hammerstein, who 
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almost single-handedly invented the modern American musical, called the form “…this romantic 
medium.” 
 
So in today’s boy-meets-girl or person-meets-person story, the stakes are not as clear as they 
used to be.  Women may be leery of men, distrustful and demanding respect from them 
because it is no longer considered such a compliment to be pursued, as in If, Then.  Today the 
pursuit might be called stalking.  Workplace relationships are often lawsuits waiting to be filed.   
 
All in all this is a good thing, I think.  It means if you want to write a more conventional boy-
meets-girl story, you need to be as inventive as the writers of Once.  The skepticism in the 
audience will force you to be totally honest in your characterizations and in what your characters 
are capable of feeling.  This is also a good thing because it turns writers’ minds to other kinds of 
romance – like the incredible romance of founding a new country in Hamilton.  The seeds of this 
potential go back as far as Ben Franklin In Paris (1964) and 1776 (1972).  The change did not 
occur overnight. 
 
However you want to phrase it, the American musical theatre is in a state of transition where 
almost anything is possible.  The door is open for innovation and has been for some time.  West 
Side Story brought us a revolution in style, but Hair, Rent and Hamilton represent a revolution of 
content.  This is, I think, appropriate and exciting since the form languished into formula during 
the 50s.  I don’t mean to imply good work was not done in the 50s (The King and I, My Fair 
Lady) but there was a sense of been-there-done-that in many of the Broadway shows of the 
period. 
 
There are vestiges of the 50s still on Broadway, and probably always will be, but the standard 
romcom musical is a much harder sell today.  And while many people think of the Rodgers and 
Hammerstein shows as old-fashioned and romantic, they are truly more contemporary than you 
might think.  There is a theme of miscegenation in Showboat, South Pacific, Flower Drum Song 
and The King And I, and the war of occupations between farmers and cowmen in Oklahoma.  
There is premarital sex in Carousel, political struggle in The Sound of Music and the specter of 
divorce in Allegro.  There is drama throughout the oeuvre.  The R & H shows are sophisticated 
and worth studying. 
 
Expressing the various aspects of romance in the book using words and actions that 
relate to the audience’s experience of the world is an important skill for bookwriters to 
develop. 
 
Romance in the Music 
 
In most musicals, the score is an eclectic mélange of genres.  Even in scores that have a more 
operatic goal The Most Happy Fella, Phantom, Les Miserables) you will hear variety of tempo 
and orchestral “feel” during the evening. 
 
Generally we look to the ballads in musicals for the romance, but there is a good deal of 
romance during the more charming up-tempo numbers as well (Shall We Dance from The King 
And I, I’m Not At All In Love from Pajama Game, Mix Tape from Avenue Q).  
 
Music cannot specify an emotion.  Different music affects each of us differently.  Once the 
words have been added, the music takes on a more specific meaning, as we have said 
previously.  This means that to be truly romantic (whether in terms of human love, human 
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aspirations, or heroic honor) the music must stay true to the character in the moment, honor the 
words and be expressed in the composer’s individual style. 
 
If this is beginning to sound like a broken record, that’s because it is an unescapable fact.  The 
essence of romance in the score will be found in the words and the way the composer “hears” 
those words.  And that can often surprise and delight the audience.  Here’s a snatch of a lyric I 
heard fifty years ago in a revue: 
 

I’M IN LOVE WITH A GIRL NAMED BETH 
YETH I AM, YETH I AM 
SHE THRILLTH ME COMPLETELY 
SHETH THIMPLY DIVINE 
I’M THERTAINLY DUMBTHTRUCK TO THINK SHE ITH MINE 
BETH YOU ITH MY WOMAN NOW 
YETH YOU ITH, YETH YOU ITH 
… 
SHE FILTH ME WITH GOOTHPIMPLETH 
EACH TIME I FEEL HER WARM BREATH 
I’M THO IN LOVE WITH BETH 
AND SHE LOVETH ME 
I GUETH!i 
 

I’m sure this is recorded somewhere.  I looked for it online and came up empty.  There’s 
something missing in the middle there – but just the fact that I can remember this much from 50 
years ago is telling.  The point I want to make, is that the song is mostly fun, and each lithping 
thurprithe gets its laugh…but at the very end, the simple “I gueth” gets a kvelling “aww,” 
because the audience recognizes the truth of the moment as sweet – and romantic.  You can’t 
see the music here, but the composer was complicit in the response by making the music very 
shy and abrupt at the end.   
 
Love, passion, heroism, even sex are all words that come under the umbrella of “romance” in 
musical theatre terms.  Consider the score of The Kiss of the Spider Woman (Kander and Ebb).  
Almost all the songs are romantic in different ways. 
 

• “Her Name is Aurora” – the central character’s love for a movie star he has never met 

• “Over the Wall” – imprisoned men dream about the things they miss from the outside, 
especially the big-busted women 

• “Bluebloods” – the central character’s attempt to establish a relationship with his 
cellmate 

• “Dressing Them Up” – the central character’s pride in his ability to dress department 
store windows to perfection 

• “Dear One” – a mother’s love for her gay son, and another woman’s love for her 
imprisoned man 

• “Marta” – a prisoner’s paean to his lover on the outside 

• “Gabriel’s Letter” – a friend’s sweet apology for not being able to return a gay man’s 
affection 

• “My First Woman” – a man’s thankful acceptance of his need for sex 

• “You Could Never Shame Me” – a mother’s total acceptance of her son’s sexuality 

• “She’s a Woman” – the central character’s longing to be a woman rather than the gay 
man he is 
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• “The Day After That” – a passionate anthem to freedom from tyranny 

• “I’d Do Anything For Him” – two men with very different agendas are about to make love 
with each other so that at least one of them can have the thing he wants most in the 
world.  The drama in this moment is the most intense of the show.ii 

 
That’s a great deal of love, passion, heroism and sex sung in a wide variety of tempi and 
genres, but never straying from the honest thoughts and feelings of the characters involved.  
The Kiss of the Spider Woman is a painfully sad and romantic show. 
 
Recognizing the romance in the words and honoring that in the music is an important 
skill for a composer to develop. 
 
Romance in the Lyrics 
 
Writing lyrics is the hardest of the three writing crafts needed in a musical because they must be 
brief and concise (Hamilton’s 20,000+ words notwithstanding).  Just a few examples tell the 
story: 
 

“I’ve grown accustomed to her face 
She almost makes the day begin 
I’ve grown accustomed to the tune 
She whistles night and noon…” My Fair Lady (book by Alan Jay Lerner)iii 
 
“I’d kiss you if I dared 
I want to but I’m scared 
I should have known I’ve been alone 
Too long…” By The Beautiful Sea (book by Herbert and Dorothy Fields) iv 
 
“When the moon was young, when the month was May 
When the stage was hung for my holiday 
I saw shining lights but I never knew 
They were you, they were you, they were you…” The Fantasticks (book by Tom Jones)v 

 
Each is a love song –but none of these songs uses the word “love.”  Take a tip from the 
masters.  Love is great as a concept but it really sucks in a lyric these days.  It has limited 
rhymes and every one of them is a cliché.  Further, the word itself says nothing.  It is, in fact, 
easier to say “I love you” than it is to mean it, to demonstrate it, or to prove it.  It’s safe to say 
that the more the word “love” appears in a love song, the less sincere the song will seem. 
 
Think of this moment at the end of Side Show, book by Bill Russell.  Another kind of love.  The 
Siamese twin sisters have had their hearts broken by the men they love.  They remember that 
as children when they stood on tiptoe to look over the window sill and saw a girl outside walking 
by herself they found it a sad picture, to be outside on your own.  And they sing: 
 

“I will never leave you 
I will never go away 
We were meant to share each moment 
Beside you is where I’ll stay…”vi 

 
Being Siamese twins, they did not have a choice, of course.  But as sisters with broken hearts, 
they had a need to reassure each other of their love – without saying the word. 
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The lyricist’s job is to find the moment, then find exactly the right words for the character(s) in 
that moment, so the composer can present the words to the audience with music that will either 
complement or comment on the words to enhance the understanding of the listeners.  In the 
case of collaboration where the music comes first, then the lyricist needs to listen carefully to 
the music and make an effort to “hear” what the composer hears in the moment, then match that 
sound with words that are crafted to both fit the music and fill the character’s need for 
expression. 
 
The romance of a song like “Climb Every Mountain” is clear: 
 

“Climb ev’ry mountain 
Fjord ev’ry stream 
Follow ev’ry rainbow 
Till you find your dream…”vii 
 

And this is even clearer in the context of the show wherein the Trapp Family singers have just 
finished a performance at a music festival and will indeed have to climb a mountain to make 
their escape from the Nazis. 
 
The romance in Hamilton starts in a very different place: 
 

“I am not throwing away my shot! 
I am not throwing away my shot! 
Hey yo, I’m just like my country 
I’m young, scrappy and hungry 
And I’m not throwing away my shot!”viii 
 

When people want things, and when they want them passionately, it’s impossible to portray 
them accurately without an element of romance.  Again the broken record.  Make the words true 
for the character in the moment of the play and you will be on the road to realizing the romance 
of the moment for the audience, helping them to participate in the emotion and experience the 
excitements, fears and joys from the safety of their orchestra and balcony seats. 
 
Of course this is easier said than done.  Just as an actor has to find the soul of the villain in 
order to portray the character fully, the lyricist has to find the soul of every character in order to 
find the right words to portray that person’s feelings fully for the audience.  The lyricist must 
believe the moment and commit to it as completely as the actor must do.  If you don’t believe 
your character, your romantic song will fall flat.  It will feel false, and the audience will not 
respond.  The key to romance in lyrics is to find the truth of the character in the moment an stick 
to it. 
 
Avoiding cliché terms while keeping the lyrics true to the character in the moment is an 
important skill for the lyricist to develop. 
 
                                                           
i Anon., sadly.  If anyone knows who wrote the music and lyrics, please let me know, especially if you can supply 
the entire song. 
ii Song list from The Kiss Of The Spiderwoman, book by Terrence McNally, music by John Kander, lyrics by Fred Ebb 
iii Lyrics from “I’ve Grown Accustomed To Her Face,” music by Frederick Loewe, lyrics by Alan Jay Lerner 
iv Lyrics from “I’ve Been Alone To Long,”  music by Arthur Schwartz, lyrics by Dorothy Fields 
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v Lyrics from “They Were You,” music by Harvey Schmidt, lyrics by Tom Jones 
vi Lyrics from “I Will Never Leave You,” music by Henry Krieger, lyrics by Bill Russell 
vii Lyrics from “Climb Every Mountain”, music by Richard Rodgers, lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II 
viii Lyrics from “My Shot,” music and lyrics by Lin Manuel Miranda 


